In response to the oil and gas boom in Texas, pipelines are rapidly being built to ensure line space for the increased production. As of 2012, there were more than 366,000 miles of oil and gas pipelines crisscrossing the state.

Pipelines are usually built across private lands after the pipeline company obtains an easement (the right to use a specified portion of the property of another) from the landowner. Although the monetary compensation is certainly an important factor for a landowner to consider, the nonmonetary terms of the easement may be, in some cases, more important and more valuable. It is critical to include in the written easement agreement any statement or promise made by the company or it likely will not be enforceable.

The following checklist is certainly not exhaustive, and any landowner negotiating an easement agreement should hire an attorney to represent his or her interests. This list is not a substitute for legal advice. Each property is unique, and the following considerations may not apply the same way to different properties because of their specific use and characteristics. Although this list is based on a pipeline easement, these terms may also be helpful in negotiating other easements, such as those for electric or transmission lines, water, wastewater, drainage, or related infrastructure easements.
**Determine whether eminent domain power exists.** Before beginning negotiations, determine whether the pipeline company has eminent domain power. An entity holding power of eminent domain has the right to take private property for a public use upon payment of adequate compensation to the landowner, even without the landowner's consent. A landowner dealing with a company that does not have eminent domain power is in a much stronger negotiation position. In that case, if the company does not agree to the landowner's terms, it may not legally acquire the easement. If the company has eminent domain power, however, and an agreement cannot be reached, the company could still obtain the easement through eminent domain by filing a condemnation proceeding in court. To understand the positions of the parties, make this determination at the outset of negotiations.

To get this information:
- Ask the company for a copy of the statute that grants them eminent domain power.
- Find out if the company is validly registered with the State Comptroller's office as having eminent domain power.
- If the pipeline company claims eminent domain power because it is a common carrier pipeline (a pipeline-for-hire), request evidence supporting its common carrier status.
- For transmission lines, obtain a copy of the company’s Certificate of Convenience and Necessity from the Public Utility Commission. It explains what condemnation power the company has and may provide additional information about the proposed project.

**Identify the parties.** Include the names and addresses of the landowner and the company acquiring the easement. Require the pipeline company to designate a specific contact person in case any issues arise and to provide the landowner with a notice in a set period (such as 30 days) if the designated contact person changes.

**Determine compensation.** Specify the compensation the company will make for the easement, including when the payment is due. Generally, payment is based per foot, per acre, or per rod (a rod is 16.5 feet) of the pipeline, but may also be a set sum rather than tied to a measurement. Consider seeking payment per square foot rather than per foot or per rod to be adequately compensated for the entire area the company will use. If the company wants a temporary work area on the property in addition to the actual easement area, seek additional compensation for the temporary use of this area.

In addition to a damage payment for the portion of the land used, Texas courts recognize remainder damages (the decreased value of the remainder of the property outside of the easement strip) because of an easement on the property. This is important when the easement agreement limits some or all of the future surface use over the easement area. Consider these types of damages when calculating compensation.

Finally, discuss with an accountant how the payment will be described or structured. The payment description as an easement purchase versus a payment combined with remainder damages may have tax consequences.
See that the easement is specific, not blanket. Easement agreements often state that a pipeline will be laid “over and across” the landowner’s property. This is a blanket easement that allows the company to place the line anywhere on the property, even if the company verbally promised to place the line in a certain location. To avoid this issue, define a specific easement area and have the company survey it and any temporary work areas. Make that survey an exhibit (documented evidence) to the easement. Also consider requiring a specific setback distance from any buildings or structures if this is a potential issue.

Grant a nonexclusive easement. Reserve the right to grant additional easements to other parties within the easement area. For example, if another pipeline company wants to place a line on the property, the landowner may want the right to have the line placed within the same easement, rather than having two separate easements across the property.

Check restrictive covenants. The easement may be planned for property that is subject to restrictive covenants, which might specify the required location and depth of any pipelines. Check any restrictive covenants to determine how they might apply.

Limit the easement agreement to only one pipeline. Many proposed easement agreements seek to allow the company to “lay lines” or “construct pipelines” across the property. Limit the easement agreement to allow only one line on the property. Also, prohibit the company from assigning or granting rights to another party to lay an additional pipeline in the easement. With this term included, the landowner retains the right to negotiate and receive payment for all additional lines to be added to the easement area, rather than receiving just a one-time payment for an easement that could allow additional lines in the future.

Limit the types of products run through the line. In addition to restricting the easement to a single line, seek to limit that line to carrying a single product. For example, a landowner might grant the right to lay a natural gas pipeline, but if the company later wants to flow carbon dioxide through the line, a second easement would be necessary. At minimum, a landowner should know what products are running through the line.

Determine the permissible pipeline diameter and pressure. Generally, a landowner wants a smaller, lower-pressure line and a company wants the right to place the largest, highest-pressure line it may ever need. During negotiations, seek an agreement that the line will not exceed a certain diameter and specific pressure to help alleviate safety concerns.

Determine the width of the easement. Widths are often described in two measurements, a temporary construction easement (generally 50 feet or wider) and a permanent pipeline easement (typically ranging from 20 to 50 feet). Limit both of these measurements to the narrowest width possible to control the amount of land used or damaged by the easement. Also, determine a date by which the temporary pipeline easement will terminate and provide for damages if the company extends this deadline.

Require a specific pipeline depth. In the past, many easements stated that the pipeline would be “plow depth.” Avoid this type
of nonspecific, subjective term. Easements usually stipulate that the line will be buried 36 inches below the ground, the depth that Texas law requires. If a pipeline is buried at 36 inches, erosion will eventually make the line too shallow to comply with state law. In light of this, have the line buried to at least 48 inches deep, or stipulate that the company maintain the 36-inch depth.

- **Specify what surface facilities, if any, are permitted.** Even underground pipelines require some surface facilities such as cleaning stations, compressor units, and pump stations at points along the line. Require a pipeline company to either waive all surface facilities on the property or specify exactly how many surface facilities will be allowed, their size, type, and location. If surface facilities will be placed on the property, negotiate additional compensation.

- **Reserve surface use.** Retain the right to use as much of the easement area as necessary. For example, once an underground pipeline is in place, the landowner may want to graze his cows on the property, including the surface above the pipeline. Similar consideration applies to the landowner’s ability to place roadways, ponds or tanks, and water lines across the easement.

- **Provide property access for the landowner.** It is not uncommon to install a pipeline beneath an entry road or driveway to the landowner’s property. State in the agreement that the company will provide access to the landowner’s property during the pipeline installation, as well as after the construction is completed.

- **Limit access to the easement.** A landowner can limit the company’s access to the easement in a number of ways:
  - Require that notice be given before entry.
  - Set certain times or days when entry is not permitted.
  - Determine where company employees may enter and exit the property.
  - Designate what roads may be used while on the property.
  - Prohibit any fishing or hunting on the easement or any of the landowner’s property by the company or any of its employees, agents, or contractors without landowner permission.

If there are no limitations in the easement agreement, the company can enter the easement at any time for any purpose.

- **Request the use of the double ditch method.** The double ditch method requires the company to dig the pipeline trench so that the topsoil remains separate from the subsurface soil and is placed back on top of the subsoil when the construction is completed and the line buried.

- **Include the right to damages for construction, maintenance, repair, replacement, and removal.** Require the company to be responsible for damages caused not only during construction, but also during future maintenance, repair, and replacement activities. Also, include any limitations or notice requirements desired for the company’s maintenance schedule. For example, a farmer growing crops near the pipeline may want written notice before any pesticide or herbicide is sprayed on the easement area.

- **Set specific restoration standards.** To ensure that the easement area is properly restored, state the company’s responsibilities regarding repairs. How will the disturbed area over the pipeline be treated after the pipeline has been installed? Will the operator remedy any changes to the slope of the land or replace the topsoil? Will the reseeding be done with native grass or is a special type of seed required? Address these issues in detail. Consider setting a measurable standard to ensure that repairs are adequate or appoint a neutral third party to inspect the land after the damages have been repaired to determine if the repairs are sufficient.
Request payment for damages. Because pipeline easements generally last a long time, request an up-front payment for damages or require the company to post a bond so that money is available for future damages. This provides some protection to the landowner in the event the company disappears before making damage repairs. Additionally, require that repairs to the surface of the easement be done when the construction is completed as well as when the easement terminates.

Specify fencing requirements. Require the pipeline company to fence the easement area according to specifications such as the type of fence to be built, the number and type of H-braces to be installed, and the tinsel strength of the wire.

Include repairs or improvements to existing roadways. Constructing a pipeline requires significant equipment and vehicle traffic. If the company will use any roads owned by the landowner or will construct roads across the landowner’s property, require that it restore or improve the roads when the construction is finished.

Determine maintenance responsibilities. Define whether the company or the landowner is responsible for surface maintenance over the pipeline, such as mowing or removing weeds and overhanging limbs.

Define when the easement will terminate. From a landowner’s perspective, this is perhaps the most important provision of an easement agreement. There are several circumstances under which an easement might terminate under Texas law, but abandonment is the most common concern for landowners with pipeline easements.

Under Texas law, an easement is considered abandoned if there is non-use by the company (an objective test) and the company indicates an intent not to use the line in the future (a subjective test). Under this rule, it is difficult for a landowner to prove the subjective test in order to have the easement terminate due to abandonment.

State the requirements for removing facilities. Require the company to remove all lines and structures after termination of the easement or forfeit them to the landowner. Also, state that any damages caused by this removal will be the responsibility of the company.

Determine remedies for violating the easement agreement. If a company violates the easement agreement, the landowner can file a lawsuit to terminate the agreement, but the court will require that the violation is “material” before granting termination of the agreement. Whether a violation is material is determined on a case-by-case basis on the specific facts at issue. This causes two potential problems: (1) the landowner must go to court, which is expensive and time-consuming, and (2) the violation must be material for termination to be permitted.

Instead of relying on the general rule, set a specific, objective standard for when the easement will end. This could be a specific time in the future (for example, the easement will last for 10 years) or may be a statement that if the pipeline company does not flow product through the line for a certain period (for example, 1 year), it is considered abandoned and the easement terminates. Whatever the standard, including it in the agreement prevents easements from lasting into eternity. Further, require that the company provide a release of the easement so it can be recorded in the public record when the easement ends.
To avoid these issues, consider two options:

First, the landowner may be able to define what violations are deemed material and state that in the agreement. For example, the agreement could state that “employees shall be permitted on the easement only and if they leave the easement and enter the landowner’s property, this shall constitute a material breach.” This material breach would permit the landowner to terminate the agreement without court action.

Second, require conditions in the agreement by stating “or the agreement shall terminate without further action by the landowner.” For example, the agreement could say, “employees shall be permitted on the easement only. If they leave the easement and enter the landowner’s property, this shall constitute trespass and the agreement shall terminate.”

Under either of these scenarios, the landowner knows precisely when he or she may terminate the agreement, rather than having to wait for a judicial determination of material.

☐ **Include liability and indemnification provisions.** Incorporate liability and indemnification responsibility in the easement agreement. Provide that the landowner is not liable for any acts, omissions, or damages caused by the company, its agents, contractors, or employees. Further, stipulate that if any claim is made against the landowner by any party related to the pipeline or surface facilities, any of the company’s activities, or any environmental laws, the company will hold the landowner harmless and state that this includes paying any judgment against the landowner and providing a defense to the landowner without charge.

☐ **List the landowner as “additional insured” on the company insurance policy.** Require the pipeline company to list the landowner as an “additional insured” on its insurance policy. This is not usually a major cost to the company and may allow the landowner the protections of the company’s insurance policy if he or she is sued based on something related to the pipeline.

☐ **Do not be responsible for warranty of title.** Frequently, standard easement agreements require the landowner to warrant title (the landowner promises that there are no other unknown owners or encumbrances on the property). Because the pipeline company is in a better position to conduct a title search and make sure they are negotiating with all the right parties, the landowner should not take the risk of warranting title. If the company goes through the condemnation process, Texas law does not allow it to obtain a warranty of title, so there should be no reason to require this term in a negotiated agreement.

☐ **Limit the terms of transferability.** Specify whether the company can assign its rights under the agreement to a third party. Request that no assignment be made without prior written consent of the landowner, state that any assignee will be held to the terms of the original agreement between the landowner and the company, and state that the company will remain liable in the event of a breach of the agreement by the assignee. At a minimum, require notification before an assignment occurs.

☐ **Request a most-favored-nations clause.** Although pipeline companies dislike these requests, ask for a most-favored-nations clause. This provides that if any other landowner in the area negotiates a more favorable deal
within a certain timeframe, the landowner is given the benefit of the more favorable deal.

- **Seek payment for negotiation costs.** Because the landowner may incur significant costs during the negotiation process, including appraiser costs, fees for forestry or agricultural experts, surveyor expenses, and attorney's fees, require the company to pay all or a portion of these costs.

- **Use a choice-of-law provision.** A choice-of-law provision allows the parties to determine which state's law will govern the agreement in the event of a dispute. For example, a pipeline company headquartered in another state may try to require that the law in their home state apply to any dispute involving the easement agreement. Generally, courts enforce these clauses as long as they are not against public policy and are reasonably related to the contract. Because many laws vary by state and a choice-of-law provision could significantly impact rights under the agreement, consult with an attorney to determine which options are the most advantageous to the landowner.

- **Include a forum clause.** A forum clause provides that a dispute over the agreement will be heard in a particular location or court. Include a requirement that any lawsuit be filed in the county where the land is located or the landowner lives. This can significantly lower litigation and travel costs and ensures that if a jury trial occurs, the jury will be made up of local citizens.

- **Understand dispute resolution clauses.** These types of clauses limit the time and expense of a court action in the event of a dispute. There are two primary types of dispute resolution: arbitration and mediation. In arbitration, a third party arbitrator (usually an attorney) hears evidence and delivers a decision. If the arbitration is “binding,” that judgment is final, absent evidence of fraud by the arbitrator. Mediation involves a neutral third party who works with the landowner and the company to reach a mutually acceptable resolution. If both parties refuse to agree to settle, the case goes to court. Understanding the difference between these options is important; consult with an attorney to determine which option is best. A dispute resolution clause should identify how the arbitrator or mediator is selected.

- **Review by a licensed attorney.** A licensed attorney familiar with easement negotiation issues should review all pipeline easement agreements. Although hiring an attorney who specializes in representing landowners in these types of transactions may be an additional cost, it could save money in the long run by preventing a dispute from arising because of an unclear or inadequate easement agreement.

- **Money-saving tip.** Because most attorneys bill by the hour, a client can save considerable fees by doing as much legwork as possible before going to the attorney’s office. For example, a landowner could collect necessary documents such as the legal description or sketch of the property, saving the attorney the time of locating that information. Moreover, a landowner could prepare a first draft of the easement agreement using this checklist. This would save the attorney the effort of starting from scratch and allow him or her to simply edit the draft prepared by the landowner.